
GR ADUATE SCHEME 2022



DO YOU HAVE 
A PASSION FOR 
TECHNOLOGY ?

THE AMIOSEC 
GR ADUATE SCHEME 

COULD BE RIGHT 
FOR YOU…
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WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
Talented, enthusiastic, and self-starting graduates to help us 
develop innovative solutions to real-world customer problems 
in a growing business with a vibrant company culture. 

If you are graduating with a degree in a STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, or Mathematics) subject in 2022 and have a passion 
for technology, we have graduate positions available.  

Talk to us about your passion for technology to see 
how you would fit into life at Amiosec.
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DID YOU KNOW? 
A core principle of the company is to 
ensure all employees are fully engaged 
in the business and are empowered to 
help continue its successful growth.



WHERE WOULD YOU FIT IN?  
AMIOSEC HA S SIX ENGINEERING TEAMS 
ENCOMPA SSING A R ANGE OF DISCIPLINES:

IT Services are the safe-hands 

at the heart of our DevOps 

culture and are responsible for 

developing our Infrastructure-

as-a-Service (IaaS) solutions.

Our Embedded Developers enjoy 

programming low-power embedded 

devices in systems languages like  

C and Rust.

The Virtual Appliances team is 

made up of full-stack developers 

that help to build the infrastructure 

needed for fleet management.

Research and Development is the 

home for people who like to push 

boundaries and innovate. They are 

responsible for coming up with ideas 

that can be turned into future products.

Our Automated Testing team are the 

engineers responsible for our product 

quality, ultimately, ensuring our products 

live up to customer expectation.

Software developers in our Secure 
Mobility team develop code for both 

mobile devices — such as Android, 

iOS —and back-end services in Go.



We know that many graduates do not know 
the possibilities open to them once they 
graduate — which is why our graduate 

scheme allows each graduate to experience 
roles in each of our engineering teams.  

During the first 12 months at Amiosec, 
graduates will build up a wealth of 

experience through a series of short projects 
embedded within our engineering teams.  

Each project will allow graduates to jump 
straight into life at Amiosec whilst developing 

their technical skills. In fact, we think they 
will encourage contributions that make a 
real and lasting impact on our business.

THERE IS NO BREWING TEA! 
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PAY- IT-FORWARD
From the very beginning, Amiosec aims to get your career up-and-running  
with a structured development program that enables graduates to develop 
both their soft and hard skills in a supportive environment. 

Initially, graduates will split their time between working on projects and activities  
designed to support professional growth as an engineer. Our aim is that after  
12 months graduates will have had enough opportunities and experiences for them  
to put forward a case for promotion and take a step towards professional registration.  

A key feature of our program is that graduates are encouraged to pay-it-forward by creating 
and running STEM activities for high-school and colleges. By getting involved, graduates will be 
able to gain valuable experiences, such as project management and budget responsibility,  
build up a deep understanding of technical topics, and most importantly build their confidence.

DID YOU KNOW? 
Our people are our most important asset 
and we seek to ensure that we develop 
and grow their skills and abilities.



WHAT ARE YOU  
WAITING FOR?

Graduate applications are open for 
the cohort starting in September 2022.  

To apply email a CV with a short cover 
letter telling us about your tech interests 
to graduates@amiosec.com 

Please note that due to the nature of our 
business we normally require candidates 
to be eligible for UK Security Clearances.


